
ShutterGripTM

The grab-and-go camera control
for your smartphone



The Red Dot Design Award is an international product design and 
communication design prize awarded by the Design Zentrum Nordrhein 
Westfalen in Essen, Germany. 

Since 1955, the Red Dot award has been regarded as the "Oscar Academy 
Award in Design” and is coveted by premium brands and designers all 
over the world. ShutterGrip™ is just awarded this high honor in 2018, 
chosen from a submission of 6300 design objects from 60 countries. 
ShutterGrip™ again showcased Just Mobile’s dedication to design.



No proprietary app to download or install. Bluetooth 
remote controls shutter release, capturing the best 
moment from a distance as far away as 33ft (10m).

Removable Bluetooth 
Shutter Release

33 ft (10 m)
As far away as



Expandable Bracket Design

Expandable bracket design, easy to put on and 
remove, supporting smartphone from 2.4 to 
3.4in (60mm to 85mm).



Works with any standard tripod 
with a 1/4in screw hole.

Standard Tripod Hole

1/4 in
screw hole



Built-in power saving mode, preserving power 
and increase usage time.

Long Lasting and Auto Shutoff

6 months months18
Continuous usage

Uses common CR2032 battery.
Red LED Indicator ： Low power reminder

Standby time



Support smartphones running Bluetooth 4.0 (or later) and 
has volume keys as shutter release key. 

Compatible With The Most Popular Phones

4.0



Easy Single-Handed Control

Pursuing the sculpted handgrip and shutter release 
button of traditional single-lens cameras, with just a 
simple press of your fingertip, you’ll enjoy the comfort and 
security of holding your smartphone in one hand, taking 
stable photos and videos easily.



Easy Single-Button Control

Intuitive, mechanical shutter release button with 
tactile feedback, now you can take and feel your 
shots with the press of a fingertip.



Super compact and fit in a pocket or purse, it 
is ready for any occasion. Capture indoor 
selfies with friends, outdoor city sights, and 
life's moving moments that you won’t miss.

Always Ready



Ergonomic Non-skid Handle

Catch up to kids' constant chases and excitement. Capture 
their precious life moments with the peace of mind that 
your smartphone won’t drop to the ground.



Complimentary Wrist Strap

A convenient wrist strap, reinforced with copper core and braided 
nylon, provides added security and peace of mind.



We love to design and we are highly committed to our 
customers to introduce cutting-edge designs into unique, 
stylish and effective accessories. We continually challenge the 
boundaries with innovative solutions. Just Mobile stands for 
functional, timeless and creative design.


